Fractal aggregation and disaggregation of newly formed iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticles in the presence of natural organic matter and arsenic†
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Water chemistry affects the nucleation kinetics, precipitate morphology, and quantity of iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticles, directly impacting the reactive surface area of geofabrics and fate of associated waterborne contaminants. In this study, we utilized in situ grazing-incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS) and complementary ex situ techniques to investigate heterogeneous iron(III) (hydr)oxide nucleation on quartz in the presence of natural organic matter (NOM) and arsenate. Results indicate unique fractal aggregation behavior in the systems containing NOM and precipitating iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticles. Furthermore, the coexistence of arsenic and NOM lead to the formation of two distinct particle size ranges: larger particles dominated by arsenic effects, and smaller particles dominated by NOM effects. These new findings provide important implications for understanding the nucleation, growth, and aggregation of iron(III) (hydr)oxides in aqueous systems where NOM is present, such as natural surface waters and water and wastewater treatment plants. This study also offers new insight into how NOM-associated iron(III) (hydr)oxides can interact with aqueous contaminants such as arsenate.

Introduction

Iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticles strongly influence contaminants’ fate and transport in natural and engineered aquatic systems due to their high reactive surface area and capacity to adsorb waterborne trace contaminants.1–3 The ability of iron(III) (hydr)oxides to adsorb or co-precipitate with these contaminants depends largely on water chemistry, which affects the size, composition, surface charge, and aggregation state of these nanoparticles.4,5 In particular, common naturally-occuring water components, such as arsenic and natural organic matter (NOM), can have significant impacts on iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticle precipitation kinetics and precipitate morphology.6–8

In surface and groundwater environments, iron(III) (hydr)oxides form naturally due to the weathering of iron-containing minerals, such as pyrite.9 At high supersaturation, iron(III) (hydr)oxides can nucleate homogeneously, meaning that they will form in solution, while at low supersaturation, iron(III) (hydr)oxides will prefer to form heterogeneously on substrates due to lower activation energy barriers.10 The formation location of these iron(III) (hydr)oxides can impact their propensity to act as a sink for aqueous contaminants. When new iron(III) (hydr)oxide nanoparticles form homogeneously, they can continue to be transported downstream, while heterogeneously formed particles on substrates can be immobilized along with their associated contaminants. The fate and transport of newly formed nanoparticles can also be affected by their aggregation status.11,12 In natural environmental systems,
various mineral surfaces can serve as nucleation substrates, including environmentally-abundant mineral surfaces and mineral surfaces coated by organics, such as biofilms. The organic coatings on minerals can alter heterogeneous iron(II) (hydr)oxide nucleation and growth kinetics from bare mineral surfaces by changing the hydrophilicity of the surface. To better characterize the fraction of contaminants which will be truly immobilized by iron(II) (hydr)oxide formation, it is crucial to quantitatively and qualitatively investigate heterogeneous precipitation in situ. To address this scientific need, in our previous study, we have established a new approach using in situ grazing incidence small angle X-ray scattering (GISAXS). Utilizing this new capability, the effects of arsenate on iron(II) (hydr)oxide nucleation and growth and their phase identity were studied. Interestingly, we found that the iron (hydr)oxides that formed in the presence of arsenate (As(v)) have larger heterogeneous particle sizes and higher water content. The results also indicated that arsenate was incorporated into nucleating iron(II) (hydr)oxides and acted as a bridge between iron tetrahedra, forming larger, less crystalline particles.

These strong interactions between iron(II) (hydr)oxides and arsenate can occur because iron(II) (hydr)oxides in the environment will frequently have a positive charge, attracting negatively charged arsenate oxyanions. For instance, the pHpec values of ferrihydrite, goethite, and hematite are in the range of 8.5–9.5, sufficiently high to have a positive surface charge under the circumneutral pH conditions which dominate natural aqueous systems. These electrostatic forces can also promote iron(II) (hydr)oxide interactions with other negatively charged water components such as natural organic matter (NOM). In regions where arsenic contamination of ground and surface waters is a concern, such as Bangladesh, NOM is also ubiquitously present at concentrations ranging from 0–10 mg C (carbon) per L in surface water and 0–2 mg C per L in groundwater. Therefore, it is important to fully understand how the presence of arsenic, together with NOM, will impact iron(II) (hydr)oxide precipitation.

While there are limited studies which have looked at the precipitation of iron(II) (hydr)oxides in the co-presence of NOM and As(v), the studies which have examined sequential addition of these compounds can give some insight into this system. It has been reported that the adsorption of NOM on iron(II) (hydr)oxide inhibits arsenic adsorption due to steric and electrostatic effects. This occurs because NOM functional groups such as carboxylic acids and phenols bind directly to the iron(II) (hydr)oxide surface, or because they form outer sphere complexes. Studies have also focused on NOM effects on arsenic sorbed onto iron(II) (hydr)oxides. Bauer and Blodau found that a 25–50 mg L⁻¹ dissolved organic matter (DOM) solution was able to mobilize arsenic from all iron(II) oxide solid phases, with a maximum mobilization of 53.3%. Sharma et al. found that 10–16% of sorbed As(v) could be desorbed from ferrihydrite in a soil column when flushed with a solution containing organic matter at concentrations ranging from 5 to 50 mg C per L.

In addition, because the functional groups of NOM deprotonate at different pH values, the system pH can impact the sorption efficiency of NOM onto iron(II) (hydr)oxides. The majority of these functional groups (e.g., carboxylic groups) will be negatively charged under neutral pH conditions; the humic fraction has been shown to have a negative surface charge at pH > 2. Studies of the fulvic fraction of NOM showed that it has the largest impact on arsenate sorption at a pH of 4, close to our system pH, and that this impact was decreased at pH 6 and 8 due to the change in deprotonation from carboxylic groups to phenolic groups. This phenomenon results from the formation of stronger, inner-sphere complexes for carboxylic groups, while phenolic groups formed outer-sphere complexes.

While the previously discussed studies have focused on arsenic and NOM interactions with preformed iron(II) (hydr)oxides, only a few studies have also examined iron(II) (hydr)oxide precipitation in the presence of NOM only and NOM and arsenic. With regards to As–Fe–NOM interactions, Liu et al. reported that As(v) can complex with stable Fe–NOM colloids. Chen et al. found that iron(II) (hydr)oxides formed in the presence of NOM contained more organic carbon, although arsenic was not present for their investigations. Currently, however, no studies have examined in situ the early stages of iron(II) (hydr)oxide formation in solutions containing both arsenic and NOM, which reflects natural systems more closely than using a sequential experimental approach.

The current study uses our established GISAXS experimental approach to study iron(II) (hydr)oxide nucleation and growth in the presence of NOM and in the presence of both NOM and arsenate, significantly advancing the available literature. In the system where arsenate and NOM coexist with precipitating iron(II) (hydr)oxides, our observations reveal unique behaviors that impact both the individual precipitate size and aggregate structure. These changes can in turn affect the fate and transport of iron(II) (hydr)oxides in the environment, and the consequential differences in the aggregate structure can further influence iron(II) (hydr)oxide sorption properties. Our findings thus have valuable implications for understanding and modeling iron(II) (hydr)oxide-associated contaminant fate and transport in aquatic systems containing arsenate and NOM.

**Experimental methods**

**Sample preparation**

For heterogeneous experiments, iron(II) (hydr)oxide nucleation was investigated on a cleaned (110) quartz surface. Quartz was chosen due to its abundance in natural aquatic systems. Because there is no natural cleavage plane for quartz, the abundance of the (110) surface is expected to be similar to the abundance of surfaces with similar energies. Single crystal wafers were purchased from MTI Corporation (Richmond, CA) with a surface roughness of less than 5 Å.
Quartz wafers were cut to 0.5 cm squares and cleaned using Nochromix® and sulfuric acid prior to experiments. Reagent grade chemicals and ultrapure water were used to make all reaction solutions. All reaction solutions included $10^{-4}$ M Fe(III) from Fe(NO$_3$)$_3$·9H$_2$O and 10 mM NaNO$_3$. Systems for testing of arsenate and/or NOM effects also contained $10^{-5}$ M As(V) from Na$_2$HAsO$_4$·7H$_2$O and 1.5 mg L$^{-1}$ non-purgeable organic carbon (NPOC) from Suwanee River NOM (SRNOM). The pH of all experimental systems was 3.6 ± 0.2, and it did not vary over the course of the one hour reaction period.

The $10^{-5}$ M (~750 ppb) concentration for arsenic was chosen as a worst case scenario for arsenic contamination. However, concentrations comparable to and even exceeding this value have been observed in the field, particularly for water sources impacted by mining activities. For example, well waters in the Pedro Dome–Cleary Summit area, Alaska, have measured arsenic concentrations as high as $1.7 	imes 10^{-5}$ M (1260 ppb) in stream waters. Gecol et al. also reported arsenic concentrations ranging from $5 	imes 10^{-9}$ M–$1.3 	imes 10^{-5}$ M (0.38–1000 ppb) in lakes and $1.3 	imes 10^{-8}$ M–$1.3 	imes 10^{-5}$ M (1–1000 ppb) in ground water. The concentration of $10^{-4}$ M for iron was chosen because this particular concentration is found frequently in the environment, and because it allows optimal conditions to observe the early nucleation and growth of iron(III) (hydr)oxides.

There are three reasons why a pH of 3.6 was used in this study: first, this pH can be relevant for water treatment using Fenton advanced oxidation processes (AOPs), which are more effective at pH 3, and for acid mine drainage systems, where there is also a particular interest in the interactions between aqueous iron and arsenic during or after the dissolution of arsenic-containing iron sulfide minerals. NOM can also be present in these natural and engineered aqueous systems. Second, a low pH is necessary to elucidate early nucleation processes. At high pH values, precipitation of iron(III) (hydr)oxides will occur too rapidly to be observed. Finally, the pH of 3.6 prevents introduction of any error due to additional pH adjustment.

Suwannee River NOM (SRNOM, 2R101N, RO isolation), purchased from the International Humic Substances Society, was used as the NOM source. Details on the preparation of SRNOM stock solutions can be found in Section S1 in the ESI†. Interactions between iron(III) (hydr)oxides and NOM occur primarily due to the carboxyl and phenolic acidic functional groups present on the NOM. Suwannee River NOM from the IHSS has been well-characterized. The quantification of carboxyl and phenolic acidic functional groups and their log $K$ values can be found in Table S1 in the ESI†.

The pK$_{a1}$ for our NOM is 4.16, thus the carboxylic portion of NOM will be at least partially deprotonated at the system pH. Our NOM also contains a large portion of carboxylic groups (11.21 meq g$^{-1}$ C) relative to phenolic groups (2.47 meq g$^{-1}$ C) according to characterization provided by the International Humic Substances Society (Table S1 in the ESI†). Furthermore, previous literature has shown that these carboxylic functional groups are key in forming strong complexes between NOM and oxide surfaces. This is especially true under acidic or slightly acidic conditions. Thus, we do expect some charge to be present which can impact interactions with highly positively charged iron(III) (hydr)oxides.

In situ GISAXS measurement and analysis procedures

For each GISAXS experiment, a clean piece of (110) quartz was placed in a specially designed GISAXS fluid cell. The quartz was aligned vertically and horizontally with respect to the X-ray beam and a background image was taken of the clean quartz surface in ultrapure water (resistivity > 18.2 MΩ cm). Then, water was removed and the freshly made reaction solution (Fe(III) only, Fe(III) + As(V), Fe(III) + NOM, or Fe(III) + As(V) + NOM) was injected into the cell. It is not likely for precipitates to form in the solution before injection. If any did form, these homogeneously formed precipitates would still be much larger than those observed to form on the quartz surface over the course of the 1 hour reaction, and thus did not affect our observation of heterogeneous nucleation and growth. The size of these homogeneous particles can range from 4 nm initially to greater than 20 nm after one hour of reaction.

Approximately two minutes lagged between when the solution was created and when the first GISAXS image was taken, which we counted in the reaction time. An incidence angle ($\alpha_i$) of 0.11° was chosen for GISAXS measurements to have 98% reflectivity on substrates at the 14 keV beam energy. The scattering vector range (e.g. $q$ range) was 0.007–0.300 Å$^{-1}$. All GISAXS experiments were conducted at beamline 12-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source in Argonne National Laboratory (Argonne, IL).

GISAXS images were taken every 10 minutes for one hour to minimize any beam interactions with the systems. Scans of multiple locations on the sample were also taken to ensure no beam interactions took place. These time-resolved GISAXS images show how 2D scattering increases on the quartz surface as iron(III) (hydr)oxide nucleates and grows in situ. Cutting these images along the Yoneda wing reduces 2D information to 1D plots of scattering intensity ($I$) versus $q$. The bend position of this plot is inversely related to the particle size and the area under the plot, e.g., the integral, is proportional to the total particle volume. Scattering in the low $q$ range, e.g., power law scattering, is related to particle aggregation. Fitting of the data gives estimations for the radius of gyration ($R_g$) of the newly formed nanoparticles as well as information about their aggregation state. Detailed information on data fitting can be found in Section S2 in the ESI† and in our previous publications. In addition, the invariant can be calculated from the scattering intensity using the following formula:

$$\text{Invariant} = \frac{1}{2\pi^2} \int_0^\infty q^2 I(q) dq$$

(1)
The invariant is proportional to the total nanoparticle volume, and thus these quantitative values can be used to compare heterogeneous precipitation amounts between the different reaction systems. Analysis of GISAXS data was carried out using the GISAXS-SHOP macro in Igor Pro (v 6.22 A, WaveMetrics, Inc., OR), which is available at APS beamline 12-ID-B.

**Ex situ precipitate characterization**

To examine precipitate morphology, homogeneously formed precipitates were characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tecnai Spirit, Hillsboro, OR) and heterogeneously formed precipitates were characterized utilizing atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco Inc.). For TEM samples, a single drop of each reaction solution was placed on 300-mesh Cu Formvar-carbon grids after 1 hour of reaction and dried in a desiccator immediately prior to imaging. Particle size comparison with TEM images was not carried out because, while the size change trends can be similar, based on our previous studies, the homogeneously formed iron(iii) (hydr)oxide particle size is much larger than the heterogeneously formed particle size.\(^5\),\(^10\) Thus, size comparison with AFM images will be more accurate.

Tapping mode AFM was used to image the quartz substrates following one hour of reaction in the GISAXS fluid cell for all four reaction systems. In order to deduce the mechanism of NOM effects, sequential injection of reaction components for the Fe(iii) + As(v) + NOM system was tested by first reacting Fe(iii) and As(v) or NOM, and then feeding in the third component (either As(v) or NOM) after 30 minutes into the reaction period. Tapping mode probes (125 μm long with phosphorus (n) doped silicon tips, nominal tip radius of 10 nm, MPP-11100–10, Bruker probes) were used with a scanning rate of 0.988 Hz and the drive frequencies were between 312 and 320 kHz. Images were processed with Nanoscope 7.20 software.

A Zetasizer (Nano ZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd., Westborough, MA) was used to measure the zeta potential of the newly formed iron(iii) (hydr)oxides. For these experiments, the reaction solutions were created as previously described, mixed with finely ground quartz powder, and reacted for one hour. Then, the solutions, which contained iron(iii) (hydr)oxides precipitated on suspended quartz powder, were injected into a capillary cell to measure the zeta potential. More details on zeta potential measurement for the quartz powder can be found in the ESIF† (S1). A thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA, TA Instruments Q5000 IR Thermogravimetric Analyzer) was also used to quantify the water content of the precipitates. For TGA measurements, the nanoparticles were first concentrated using Millipore Amicon ultra-15 centrifugal filter units and then dried overnight in a desiccator under ambient conditions. Then, the samples were placed in high temperature platinum TGA pans and the temperature was increased incrementally to 950 °C. It was assumed that after the temperature exceeded 107 °C, mass lost was due to water in the iron(iii) (hydr)oxide crystal structure rather than from the nanoparticle slurry.\(^4\) The phase of homogeneous precipitates was determined using high-resolution X-ray diffraction (HRXRD). For this analysis, the homogeneously precipitated particles were first concentrated using Millipore Amicon ultra-15 centrifugal filter units and then dried overnight in a desiccator. The samples were packed in Kapton® polyimide capillary tubes and sent to sector 11-BM of the APS at ANL, where they were analyzed using HRXRD after approximately 7 days of particle aging. One caveat about *ex situ* phase identification using HRXRD is that drying of the particles and seven days of aging can result in a more crystalline phase than occurs *in situ*. Finally, a contact angle analyzer (Phoenix 300, SEO Corporation, Korea) was used to look at hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity changes of As(v) and NOM solutions. For these experiments, a clean (110) quartz substrate was utilized. The contact angle was measured between the substrate and solutions that contained 10 mM sodium nitrate, 10 mM sodium nitrate + 1.5 mg L\(^{-1}\) NPOC, and 10 mM sodium nitrate + 1.5 mg L\(^{-1}\) NPOC + 10\(^{-5}\) M As(v).

Details on additional characterization using Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can be found in the ESIF† (S3).

**Results & discussion**

**Fraternal aggregation of NOM-containing precipitates**

The *in situ* GISAXS results show obvious differences in the scattering pattern for systems with and without NOM present, particularly in the low *q* range (0.007–0.03 Å\(^{-1}\)). Fig. 1 presents the 1D X-ray scattering for the four systems. The indicated radii show the growth of nanoparticles after a 1 h reaction (Fig. 1F). The particle size is larger for the system with arsenate when NOM is not present (e.g., radius of gyration (*R*\(_g\)) = 5.3 nm in Fig. 1B (Fe(iii) + As(v)) vs. 2.1 nm in Fig. 1A (Fe(iii) only), respectively), which is consistent with our previous publication.\(^1\) In the presence of NOM, the size of particles in the Fe(iii) + NOM system decreases slightly to 1.8 nm (Fig. 1C). For the ternary system with Fe(iii) + As(v) + NOM, there were differences between the *in situ* GISAXS replicate trials which were categorized into two distinct behaviors. In one case, smaller particles (*R*\(_g\) = 1.6 nm) similar in size to the Fe(iii) + NOM system and fractal aggregation were observed on the surface (Fig. 1D). In another, larger particles (*R*\(_g\) = 8.6) more similar to the Fe(iii) + As(v) system were observed (Fig. 1E). These two distinct trends were observed during multiple trials at different beamtime periods, indicating that for all samples reacted under ternary conditions, there were regions where particles were larger and regions where particles were smaller.

The relative total particle volumes were also calculated for these systems after a 1 hour reaction. However, the presence of arsenic can increase the electron density contrast of particles, increasing the scattering intensity in a manner independent of intensity change due to increased particle volume. Thus, the presence of arsenic in the Fe(iii) + As(v) system and
Fe(m) + As(v) + NOM systems complicates the direct comparison. The electron density contrast in the Fe(m) + As(v) system was calculated to be 1.2 times that of the Fe(m) only system.4 While this can prevent an absolute quantitative comparison, the scattering intensity difference between these two systems is several times larger than the contrast difference. Thus, we can conclude that the total volume of particles in the Fe(m) + As(v) system is larger than the Fe(m) only system.

For NOM-containing systems, the presence of NOM does not change the contrast. Thus, direct comparison between the Fe(m) only system and Fe(m) + NOM system indicates that the volume in the Fe(m) + NOM system was slightly higher than in the Fe(m) only system. This can occur because Fe(m) + NOM has a lower charge (Table 1), leading to more driving force for growth since the positively charged Fe(m) monomers in solution will be less repulsed by the nuclei in the Fe(m) + NOM system.

For the ternary system, the arsenic content was even higher than for the Fe(m) + As(v) system (14.5 mol% versus 8.1 mol%). Thus, the electron density contrast is even higher. However, for the ternary system the relative total particle volume was calculated to be less than half that of the Fe(m) only system. The true volume in these systems is, therefore, even lower, accounting for the contrast differences. In addition, the calculated relative particle volumes for the ternary system replicates were similar despite the difference in particle size. The relative total particle volumes calculated by comparison of invariants can be found in Fig. S1 in the ESI.† The primary particle size evolution was also calculated and is shown in Fig. 1F.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Quartz present?</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>39.9 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m) + 10⁻⁷ M As</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>51.3 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m) + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>25.9 ± 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m) + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>44.2 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m) + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ As + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>23.3 ± 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M Fe(m) + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ As + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>32.3 ± 3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M NaNO₃ only</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>20.4 ± 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M As only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>29.7 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC only</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–16.1 ± 3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M As + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–26.1 ± 2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M As + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–18.1 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10⁻⁵ M As + 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>–21.1 ± 4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 GISAXS 1D scattering intensity for iron (iii) hydroxide precipitation on quartz in the presence of (A) 10 mM sodium nitrate, (B) 10 mM sodium nitrate with 10⁻⁵ M As(v), (C) 10 mM sodium nitrate and 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC from NOM, and (D, E) 10 mM sodium nitrate, 10⁻⁵ M As(v), and 1.5 mg L⁻¹ NPOC from NOM. The lack of dots in the low q range in plot A indicates that the background scattering for that region was higher than the scattering at the 2 min time point (low signal to noise ratio). The radius of gyration (R_g) of nanoparticles after 1 hour of reaction is indicated on the individual plots and the primary particle size evolution is shown in plot F.
For both NOM-containing systems, there is strong power law scattering in the low q range (0.007–0.03 Å⁻¹). This scattering is due to fractal aggregation of iron(III) (hydr)oxide precipitates, which can be characterized using the fractal dimension (d, where q⁻ᵈ represents the scattering from aggregates). This value is equal to the negative slope of the scattering in the low q region, i.e., the power law exponent. The fractal dimension gives insight into the density of the fractal aggregates forming in our experimental systems and can be used to distinguish between surface fractals and mass fractals. The fractal dimension also indicates how the rate of aggregation can alter the aggregate properties. If the aggregation is fast (d ≈ 1.8), it is characterized as diffusion limited cluster aggregation (DLCA), while slow aggregation (d ≈ 2.3) is characterized as reaction limited cluster aggregation (RLCA). In the DLCA regime, aggregates branch out more (i.e., fractal aggregation), while in the RLCA regime, aggregates are more compact. The changes in the aggregate structure can affect the surface area, reactivity, bioavailability, and transport of aggregates in the environment. For example, the surface area of fractal aggregates can be up to 30 times larger than if the aggregates were spherical.

The extended linear region in the log–log plot for the Fe + NOM system and the Fe + As(Ⅲ) + NOM (1) system allows us to calculate the fractal dimension in these cases. The d values were calculated to be 1.73 ± 0.09 and 1.87 ± 0.13 for the Fe + NOM system and the Fe + As(Ⅲ) + NOM (1) system, respectively. In both systems, smaller values (d < 3) were observed, indicating mass fractal formation, i.e. less dense aggregates. This fractal dimension also indicates that the particles are forming in the DLCA regime. For the other particle size trend observed in the Fe + As(Ⅲ) + NOM system (Fe + As(Ⅲ) + NOM [2], Fig. 1E), the scattering was not linear due to the large particle size, and a fractal dimension could, therefore, not be calculated. The fractal dimension for the NOM-containing systems was also analyzed at ten minute intervals over the 1 hour reaction period. However, it did not change over the reaction period. This data can be found in Table S2 in the ESI.

Chains of NOM tend to have a strong negative electric charge, and can, therefore, attract positively charged iron(III) (hydr)oxide particles. Due to their hydrophobicity, NOM chains and associated iron(III) (hydr)oxides will then aggregate. Fractal aggregation of NOM-associated nanoparticles has been observed previously. X-ray scattering for these systems thus reflects both the smallest individual primary particle sizes and the scattering of these particles with clusters of their neighbors along the NOM chains. For the Fe + NOM and Fe + As(Ⅲ) + NOM (1) systems, there was no significant difference in the fractal dimension, indicating that the smaller particles in the ternary system had similar aggregation behavior around the NOM chains to the system with no As(Ⅲ) present, i.e. the Fe + NOM system. However, the nucleation and growth behaviors differed greatly for the Fe(Ⅲ) + As(Ⅲ) + NOM (2) system, which has larger sized particles (Fig. 1E).

Exclusivity of arsenic and NOM interactions impacts iron(III) (hydr)oxide aggregation

Differences in aggregation between the ternary system and Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM system were observed using ex situ TEM (Fig. 2). While the aggregation behavior in the Fe(Ⅲ) only and Fe(Ⅲ) + As(Ⅲ) systems was similar (Fig. 2A and B, respectively), the morphology was dramatically different for systems with added NOM. For the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM system, large fractal aggregates were observed, which appeared to be coated by NOM (blue arrow in Fig. 2C). For the ternary, Fe(Ⅲ) + As(Ⅲ) + NOM system, much smaller fractal aggregates (red arrow in Fig. 2D) were observed along with individual particles. Furthermore, much fewer particles were observed compared to any of the other three systems. This is consistent with the calculated particle volumes from the GISAXS data. The caveat for ex situ TEM is that there may be changes in morphology due to drying effects. Drying during TEM sample preparation may also promote particle aggregation; however, the degree of aggregation should be the same in each sample. This is also supported by the fact that the in situ GISAXS observations of aggregation are consistent with TEM observations, despite drying prior to TEM observations.

The mechanism of Fe–As–NOM interactions was investigated further using AFM and sequential addition of arsenate and NOM. All experiments were conducted in replicate tests to confirm the observed trends. First, all four systems were imaged following one hour of reaction (Fig. S2 in the ESI†). Next, in order to determine the sequence of Fe–As–NOM interactions, systems were investigated with Fe(Ⅲ) + As(Ⅲ) first added to solution, and then NOM added after 30 minutes, or with Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM in solution initially, and As(Ⅲ) added after 30 minutes (Fig. 3). Substrate morphology and height in the ternary system (Fig. 3A) were most similar to that of the system with Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM initially and As(Ⅲ) added later (Fig. 3B). Moreover, additional tests were run where the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM only system was run for 30 minutes and imaged. Large aggregates were observed in the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM only system at 30 minutes (Fig. 3D). However, when As(Ⅲ) was added after 30 minutes and reacted for a total of 1 hour, these aggregates were not present in the system (Fig. 3B). This result indicates that in the early stages of iron(III) (hydr)oxide nucleation, precipitates may interact exclusively with NOM. However, further interactions with As(Ⅲ) prevent aggregation or lead to disaggregation, thus resulting in a morphology which is dramatically different from the large aggregates observed in the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM system at 1 hour.

The compositions of precipitates in the Fe(Ⅲ) + As(Ⅲ) + NOM systems and in the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM systems were investigated further for their total organic carbon and As(Ⅲ) concentrations and water contents. The total organic carbon (i.e., NOM) content of the ternary system and Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM system were found to be 2.05 ± 0.05 and 1.96 ± 0.10 mg C per μmol Fe, respectively, and the water content of these precipitates was 49 wt% water in the ternary system and 64 wt% water in the Fe(Ⅲ) + NOM system (Fig. S3†). Thus, although...
the two NOM-containing systems have the same NOM content, the water content of the ternary system is less. This may be because particles which contain Fe(III) + As(V) without NOM have a water content of 22 wt%\(^4\), and so the water content in the ternary system will be in between that of the Fe(III) + As(V) system and that of the Fe(III) + NOM system if the components are interacting with Fe(III) exclusively.

Fig. 2  TEM images of homogeneous precipitations in the (A) Fe(III) only, (B) Fe(III) + As(V), (C) Fe(III) + NOM, and (D) Fe(III) + As(V) + NOM systems after 1 hour of reaction, showing different aggregation behaviors in the presence of different aqueous constituents. While some sodium nitrate crystallizes during the drying process, the particles imaged are iron(III) (hydr)oxides rather than salt crystals: They have a small size and exhibit weak diffraction, while sodium nitrate salts from drying have a much bigger size and a strong diffraction pattern.

Fig. 3  AFM images from sequential addition tests. The morphology for the ternary Fe(III) + As(V) + NOM system (A) is most similar to the system with Fe(III) + NOM added initially and As(V) added after 30 minutes (B). Particles in the system with Fe(III) + As(V) added initially and NOM added after 30 minutes (C) had a more uniformly large particle size. Furthermore, large aggregates were observed in the Fe(III) + NOM system at 30 minutes (D) that were not observed in the system after As(V) was added (B), indicating that As(V) may lead to disaggregation of Fe(III)–NOM precipitates.
The arsenic content of the nanoparticles in the ternary system was measured to be 14.5 ± 1.5 mol% As, which is higher than the 8.1 ± 2.3 mol% As observed in the system without NOM. This composition is also reflected in the zeta potential measurements (Table 1). The zeta potential of iron(III) (hydr)oxide precipitates on quartz powder was 29.7 ± 3.2 mV for the system with As(V) + NOM, compared with 32.3 ± 3.7 mV for the system with NOM only. Without NOM, the zeta potential was 51.3 ± 2.1 mV for the Fe(III) only system and 44.2 ± 2.4 mV for the Fe(III) + As(V) system. Because NOM and As(V) are both negatively charged, the presence of both of these components together lowered the surface charge. By having As(V) incorporation, less positively charged iron(III) (hydr)oxide precipitates will form, resulting in a decreased tendency to adhere to the negatively charged NOM chains. Thus, this lower surface charge of As(V)-containing iron(III) (hydr)oxides may partially explain the smaller aggregate size observed in the ternary system.

**Mechanism of interactions in As–Fe–NOM ternary systems**

Sequential addition tests and observations suggest that As(V) can interact with Fe(III)-NOM aggregates, triggering disaggregation (Fig. 3). From the TEM images, we hypothesize that a large number of iron(III) (hydr)oxides in the sequential addition system will be coated with NOM prior to As(V) addition (Fig. 2). Thus, As(V) can interact with NOM directly to cause disaggregation. Previous studies have reported that phenolate groups in NOM can bind to the central arsenic atom of arsenate. In addition to arsenic–NOM interactions, FTIR and XAS results in this study (Fig. S4 and S5 in the ESI respectively) showed that bonding between iron and arsenic also occurs in the ternary system. This can happen when arsenic is added simultaneously with NOM, resulting in concurrent interactions with nucleating iron(III) (hydr)oxides. This can also result from the displacement of NOM on the iron(III) (hydr)oxide surface by arsenate, which is known to occur.

Furthermore, previous research has shown that electrostatic interactions play a significant role in NOM adsorption. Thus, the less positive zeta potentials of iron(III) (hydr)oxides in the ternary system (Table 1) can cause weaker attraction to NOM, preventing further aggregation of new particles. Iron(III) (hydr)oxides which remain associated primarily with NOM will act similarly to the particles observed in the Fe(III) + NOM only system, retaining a small particle size and high water content. On the other hand, iron(III) (hydr)oxides which are closely associated with arsenate in the ternary system, either through initial formation or displacement of NOM, will have a larger size and smaller water content more similar to the Fe(III) + As(V) system.

Although FTIR and XAS results suggest that arsenic which is bound to the iron(III) (hydr)oxide surface behaves similarly in the presence and absence of NOM, the HRXRD spectra for these systems show differences (Fig. 4). The broad peak between 2Theta = 10° and 25° in NOM-containing systems is indicative of NOM presence. Spectra indicate that Fe(III) can form more ferrihydrite when NOM is present together with As(V) compared to the Fe(III) + As(V) system, thus indicating exclusive interactions. The broad peak between 2Theta = 10° and 25° in NOM-containing systems is indicative of NOM presence.

[Fig. 4 HRXRD spectra for a ferrihydrite reference and systems containing Fe(III) only, Fe(III) + As(V), Fe(III) + NOM, and Fe(III) + As(V) + NOM. Spectra indicate that Fe(III) can form more ferrihydrite when NOM is present together with As(V) compared to the Fe(III) + As(V) system, thus indicating exclusive interactions. The broad peak between 2Theta = 10° and 25° in NOM-containing systems is indicative of NOM presence.]

This cates a larger extent of ferrihydrite that does not interact with As(V), but remains associated with NOM instead. While there appears to be less arsenic bound to iron(III) (hydr)oxides from the HRXRD results, there was still a high percentage of arsenate associated with precipitates according to ICP-MS results, indicating As(V) interactions with NOM. Therefore, we next investigated how As(V) can change the surface chemistry of NOM molecules by investigating the change in NOM hydrophilicity in the presence of As(V). We found when 10^{-5} M As(V) was added, the contact angle of the 1.5 mg L^{-1} NOM + 10 mM NaNO₃ solution on quartz surfaces decreased from 23.9 ± 0.1° to 16.8 ± 0.1° (compared to 12.5 ± 0.2° for 10 mM NaNO₃ only and 10.1 ± 0.5° for 10 mM NaNO₃ + 10^{-5} M As(V)). This change demonstrates that the solution became more hydrophilic (Fig. 5). Thus, the hydrophobic–hydrophobic interactions which promote NOM aggregation are weaker in the ternary system. This can make the formation of large fractal aggregates, which were observed in the Fe(III) + NOM system, less favorable.

In conclusion, the unique iron(III) (hydr)oxide nucleation and aggregation behaviors in the ternary systems result from a combination of physicochemical effects. Iron(III) (hydr)oxides can interact exclusively with As(V) and NOM, resulting in some particles with characteristics (e.g., size and water
content) similar to that of the Fe(III) + As(V) system and some particles with characteristics similar to those of the Fe(III) + NOM systems. This alteration in aggregation behavior can be closely associated with less favorable electrostatic interactions as well as weaker hydrophobic–hydrophilic interactions, because As(V) interactions with NOM increased their hydrophilicity.

Conclusions

This study provides valuable, new insight into the nucleation and aggregation behaviors of iron(III) (hydr)oxides in systems containing NOM and arsenate. We found that in the ternary system (Fe(III) + As(V) + NOM), iron(III) (hydr)oxides interacted exclusively with both constituents, resulting in some particles with large sizes that interacted primarily with As(V) and other small fractal aggregates where iron(III) (hydr)oxides interacted primarily with NOM. In the ternary system, Fe(III) interacted first with NOM in solution, and later interactions with As(V) led to disaggregation of NOM-associated iron(III) (hydr)oxides. This change in aggregation and disaggregation behavior is an interesting finding that can have significant impacts on the fate of contaminants by influencing aggregate transport distances and times in natural and engineered aqueous environments. Furthermore, not all of the products formed are pure iron(III) (hydr)oxides. For example, ferric arsenate-like nanoparticles formed in the Fe(III) + As(V) system. It is important to consider other phases, such as ferric arsenate, when characterizing iron(III) (hydr)oxide formation because these phases can form in addition to or in place of iron(III) (hydr) oxides, affecting their reactivity in aqueous environments.

These new findings contribute to the existing literature by thoroughly examining for the first time the scenario where iron(III) (hydr)oxides form in the presence of As(V) and NOM together. Because these observations were made in situ and in real-time using our GISAXS fluid cell setup, these findings give a clearer picture of the complex interactions among Fe(III), As(V), and NOM, which can occur when dissolved Fe(III) species precipitate to form iron (hydr)oxide or ferric arsenate-like nanoparticles in real aquatic systems. Using this advanced technique, the current study was able to capture iron(III) (hydr)oxide nucleation at its starting point, rather than after an elapsed time, as seen in the previous literature. Furthermore, the in situ study allowed us to observe the nucleation and growth of nanoparticles in a fully hydrated environment, allowing more accurate measurements of particle size, which can be useful in reactive transport modeling. In addition, the current study offers important clues to understand arsenic fate and transport in systems where NOM coexists with precipitating iron(III) (hydr)oxides. For instance, although precipitates in the ternary system contained significant quantities of As(V), there was a smaller volume of precipitates in this system. Therefore, it is likely that less arsenic can be attenuated in these systems.

These findings have also valuable implications for engineered aquatic processes, such as managed aquifer recharge, where ferrihydrite is frequently incorporated into reactive transport models as a sink for arsenic mobilized during arsensopyrite oxidative dissolution. The role of natural organic matter in limiting ferrihydrite formation when present with arsenic must be considered to develop more accurate models. It is also important to consider that, in natural systems, additional ions, such as phosphate and carbonate, can coexist with arsenic at higher concentrations. In one of our previous publications, we investigated the impact of arsenate and phosphate oxyanions on iron(III) (hydr)oxide precipitation and found that both oxyanions increase iron(III) (hydr) oxide heterogeneous precipitate size. However, for the arsenate system, the size and total volume of these particles was larger than for the phosphate system. Thus, arsenate can have some specific interactions compared to phosphate, despite the nearly identical structure of these oxyanions. Future studies should consider whether the specific interactions between iron(III) (hydr)oxides and arsenic can still occur in the presence of other environmentally abundant ions.

These new results advance our knowledge of early stage iron(III) (hydr)oxide formation mechanisms in natural and engineered aquatic systems and can help us to better evaluate the risk of arsenic contamination in complex aqueous environments.
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